Fluffy Friday
Super slipper making

Movie maker

Autumn outdoors!
Treasure Hunt (5 and 6
only)
Off road biking
Pewely Playmates
(Year 6 only)
Cup stacking
WW1 Poetry Workshop
(Year 5 and 6)

Make yourself a pair of funky slippers to wear around the house.
Create a pattern, learn a new stitch and decorate your slippers to
suit your personality.
Are you the next Martin Scorsese? Steven Spielberg? Tim
Burton? If so fabulous movies is for you! You will be learning to
use ipads to create a trailer or a short film on one of three topics
one of which is creating a promotional film to attract a brand
new teacher for Holy Trinity Pewley Down! The end of the day
will be a chance to watch your efforts in a cinema inspired,
popcorn filled environment!
Have fun bobbing for apples, create your own scarecrow, tell
spooky stories in the woods and lot lots more!
Search through the streets of Guildford solving clues, puzzles and
challenges to find the treasure!
A day out in the beautiful hills and downs around Guildford.
Go and help with the younger children down at Pewley.
Learn to stack cups with style. Sing cup songs and maybe even
come up with a few of your own!
We will explore the impact of the outbreak of war and the first 5
months of the conflict through poetry and letters (up to the
Christmas truce).
The children will then create their own poems and letters (some
collaboratively) and some will be performed in the Christmas
production. The rest will form a display to commemorate the
Centenary of WW1. We hope to have a performed writer talking
to us and, if time, we will make some big poppies!!

For all you theatre lovers out there. A chance to take a well
known tale and put your own twist on it! Organise your own
props, costumes, programmes and scripts to tell the story. Get
ready to show off all you have created at the end of the day in a
final performance!
Hockey on the green
Polish up your Hockey sticks and get ready for a day of skills, tips
and games on the green.
Crazy computing
Go coding crazy and get creative with algorithms! Take on the
computer gamers and create your very own computer game!
Autumn crafts
Create your own cards and decorations for the autumn period.
Clay nightlight making with Mould your own pumpkin nightlights from clay and have them
fired in the kiln.
an autumnal twist!
Basketball
Do you think you could be the next Michael Jordan or Kobe
Bryant? Shoot some hoops and dribble your way to be an all-star
basketball player.
Planet soccer football.
Get top coaching tips from professionals to improve your game
and play in a mini league
The Great HT Bake Off!
Fancy yourself as the next challenger to take on the bake off tent.
Create your own delicious cakes and pizzas in a bake off
challenge. With HT’s answer to Mary Berry!
Play in a day

